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House Resolution 840

By: Representative Waites of the 60th 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending Pamela Perkins Carn; and for other purposes.1

WHEREAS, Pamela Perkins Carn is the coordinator of the Interfaith Children's Movement2

(ICM), where she is responsible for coordinating ICM programs and committees as well as3

its state-wide expansion; and4

WHEREAS, ICM is a state-wide advocacy movement dedicated to the well-being of5

Georgia's children by engaging the interfaith community in advocating for children both at6

the services level and at the policy level; and7

WHEREAS, Ms. Carn believes that ICM can serve as a model by which effective, beneficial,8

and lasting policy changes for children can occur in our society, and that ICM is a place from9

which people can dedicate themselves to establishing a future of hope and well-being for all10

children; and11

WHEREAS, her dedicated leadership, keen sense of vision, and commitment to safe and12

healthy children have earned her the admiration of her colleagues and associates as well as13

the Human Rights Award by Cobb County's League of Church Women United; and14

WHEREAS, ICM has been honored by the Sapelo Foundation as the 2010 recipient of the15

Smith Bagley Advocacy Award, and in 2012, Ms. Carn represented ICM at the White House16

Forum on Urban Innovation; and17

WHEREAS, it is abundantly fitting and proper that the outstanding accomplishments of this18

remarkable Georgian be appropriately recognized.19

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that20

the members of this body commend Ms. Pamela Perkins Carn for her efficient, effective, and21

dedicated service to the community and the State of Georgia.22
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized23

and directed to transmit an appropriate copy of this resolution to Ms. Pamela Perkins Carn.24


